Did you know that two grams of plastic could
save your life?
Too often, a medical tube is accidentally pulled
and damaged, resulting in loss of medicine,
patient injury and possibly death.
We have invented a safety connector made to keep
the tube, patient and personnel safe. It
disconnects when the tube is pulled, double valves
keep the medicine and blood from spilling, and
you can easily clean and reconnect it again to
rapidly reinstate therapy.
Our connector is low-cost to mass-produce,
perfect for protecting the billions of tubes
currently at risk of being pulled. EU directives
state to always use needlestick protection, we aim
to make tube protection a global standard.
We have a highly competent team and a patented
solution to a massive global problem. With your
help we could reach this market within two years.
Will you join our quest? Join TADA!

THE PROBLEM

BENEFITS

Everyday, medial tubes are accidentally pulled out during use.
Scientific publications and interviews with doctors and nurses verify
the huge scale of the problem and its consequences, some being
− patients and medical staff exposure to leaking medicine and
blood
− damaged blood vessels with risk for infection
− interrupted therapies
− damaged medical equipment, such as pumps
− unnecessary medical staff workload
− loss of expensive medications
Today, these accidents lead to unnecessary healthcare costs of billions
of euros worldwide.

ReLinkTM will provide the healthcare system with multiple benefits,
such as

OUR SOLUTION
Our solution, ReLinkTM, is a two-part, weak-link solution to be placed
on the medical tube close to the patient. When the tube is pulled, the
two parts separate before the needle is pulled out. Double valves keep
blood and medicine from spilling and the parts can be cleaned and reconnected to rapidly reinstate therapy.
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−
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−
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avoiding patients and personnel exposure to toxic and/or
allergenic medications
reducing medical staff workload in time spent re-establishing
therapy
minimizing the loss of medicine
enabling quick reinstatement of therapy after accidental
interruption
ensuring known infused volume
reducing hospital cost due to unnecessary healthcare
consumption

VALUE PROPOSITION

Today

IPR AND SALES DETAILS
ReLinkTM is patent protected in several countries. It is currently being
evaluated as a part of the CE process and is thus not offered for sale.
We are however looking for sales distributors to aid us in bringing our
product to the market.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Drottninggatan 102, 111 60 Stockholm, Sweden
info@tadamedical.com
+46 70 220 65 00

With ReLink
Allowing accidents without pain, waste or worry.

